
Below is a list of R functions that have been written since the 4th edition of my (2016)

book on robust methods. More functions are needed. For example, researchers have asked

about robust methods for a two-way ANCOVA. A related issue is robust MANCOVA, nothing

is available at the moment. There are some recent advances related to detecting multivariate

outliers that need attention as well. Another advance has to do with PCA: New method by

Holger Cevallos Valdiviezo and Stefan Van Aelst should be mentioned. Their paper points

to an R function.

L.ties: check for tied values

in.nterval: flag values in an interval

runstest.med

Robust Estimation Using Modified Huber’s Functions With New Tails Yunlu Jiang, You-

Gan Wang, Liya Fu & Xueqin Wang (2019) Technometrics 61, 111-122. doi.org/10.1080/00401706.2018.1470037

rexgauss: Ex Gaussian

METHODS BASED ON VARIANCES

Compare variances, independent groups varcom.IND.MP

selvar.ind.MP Id the group with the smallest variance in book

METHODS RELATED TO COMPARING QUANTILES

cbmhd: compares the lower and upper quantiles of the distribution of D=X-Y, X and Y
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independent rather than the quantile of X versus the quantile of Y

g-and-h rmul.MAR controls marginal dist.

Dcbmhd is for a single distribution or the difference scores for two dependent variables

qwmwhd applies the method using a range of q values

RANKING AND SELECTION

bin.best

bin.best.PV does overall p-value in Rall

selvar

rmanc.best rmanc.best.PV anc.best anc.best.PV

ID.best.loc

selvarpb.indH: smallest Winsorized variance. independent groups.

BINARY: COMPARE TWO BINOMIAL DISTRIBUTIONS

bin.best

binom2g: Compare two independent binomials, four methods are available: SK KMS

and Beal. Method KMS is not covered in the previous edition. Recent results indicate using

KMS over Beal.
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lincon.bin: linear contrasts based on binary data. A note on confidence interval estima-

tion for a linear function

Pearson, two sample tworhobt

Pearson ci: Using Bashara et al. bias corrected bootstrap:

binom.conf: Confidence interval based on one of four methods. That is, it provides one

function for calling binomci, acbinomci, binomCP and kmsbinomci

binom2g.ZHZ.main does one sample Zou et al. binom2g.ZHZ: includes a p-value by

calling binom2g.ZHZ.main

binpair: does all pairiwise comparisons

ordloc: MCP but compare ordered measures of location.

ancbest: MCP with the largest estimate.

BWPHmcp: Between by within, use Patel–Hoel approach for the dependent groups.

LOGISTIC AND MULTINOMIAL REGRESSION

logSM2g: smooth for two groups, binary dependent variable

logreg.pred: estimate of probability of success for new data

binreg(x,y), y binary: create categories based on x, for each category compute a confi-

dence interval for the probability of success.
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multsm: multinomial regression smoother based on logSM

For usual logistic model

multireg.prob

returns the estimated probabilities.

logreg.P.c: classic method for computing a confidence interval for P (Y = 1|X) via the

logistic regression model, but use with caution. If model is if bit off, can be unsatisfactory

Use instead:

rplot.bin: updated version computes a confidence interval

DETECTING WHERE AND HOW TWO COVARIATES ARE RELATED TO A DE-

PENDENT VARIABLE WHEN A SMOOTHER IS FOUND TO BE MORE APPROPRI-

ATE THAN A PARAMETRIC LINEAR MODEL.

smgridRC: split data into groups based on specified quantiles associated with the inde-

pendent variables, then compare measures of location. Can find and describe associations

missed by a parametric regression model.

smgrid: quantile grids based on two independent variables. It does all pairwise compar-

isons based on the splits of the design martrix

sm.inter: designed specifically for interactions

smgridLC do this default interaction but can specify linear contrasts
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Binary dependent variable versions:

smbinRC: like smgridRC, but for binary dep. var.

smgridAB For each row of Factor A (split on first IV) do MCP for all col of Factor B

smbin.inter: Uses Zou et al.

smbin.test

smbinIV

smbinRC

RIDGE REGRESSION

ols.ridge: basically lm.ridge, but with an option to remove leverage points

ridge.est.k: estimates the bias parameter based on results in Kibria

ridge.test: Heteroscedastic method for testing the hypothesis that all slopes are equal to

zero.

rob.ridge: robust ridge estimator.

rob.ridge.test: test for slopes using a robust ridge estimator. It tests the global hypothesis

of all slopes equal to zero by testng each slope and adjusting the p-values. If the adjusted
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p-value is ¡=alpha, reject the global hypothesis as well as the hypothesis corresponding to

the lowest p-value. But only one slope can be declared significant.

rob.ridge.Liu Liu’s estimator.

ridge.kan: Betul Kan, Ozlem Alpu & Berna Yazici (2013). Robust ridge and robust Liu

estimator for regression based on the LTS estimator Journal of Applied Statistics Volume

40, Issue 3

ridge.E

ridge.Gtest Global test, all slopes=0 By default uses Theil–Sen ridgeGnull computes null

distribution.

ROBUST LASSO METHODS

lasso.est: Lasso regression via the R package glmnet. This function includes the option

of eliminating leverage points. This function is for convenience, it returns the estimates of

the coefficients only. The R function cv.glmnet provides more complete details and includes

other options.

LADlasso.Z: LAD (least absolute deviation) lasso This is an adaptive lasso method de-

rived by Zheng, Q., Gallagher, C., and Kulasekera, K. (2016). Robust adaptive lasso for

variable selection. Communications in Statistics - Theory and Methods, 46(9):46424659.

regIVstr estimates strength for each IV
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NOTE: glmnet has a random component. Repeated use on the same data can alter the

estimates. To check on whether some estimate tends to be zero, use

lasso.rep

It returns the smallest absolute estimate.

H.lasso Huber-type lasso

OS.lasso Outlier shift lasso

OUTLIERS:

bagdepth depth of points based on bag distances

outbag: outliers based on bag distances

Bagplot Creates a bagplot with one command in contrast to bagplot, which requires first

using compBagplot and invoking two R packages

Rdepth: same as rdepth in the mrfDepth package but is convenient for eliminating lever-

age points.

outICS: Archimbaud, A., Nordhausen, K. & Ruiz-Gazen, A. (in press). ICS for mul-

tivariate outlier detection with application to quality control. Computational Statistics &

Data Analysis Tried this with p=2 n=50 g=0 h=1, seems to miss outliers.

From the paper: The method we consider is the Invariant Coordinate Selection (ICS) as
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proposed by Tyler et al. (2009).

REGRESSION SMOOTHERS

KNNreg

REGRESSION OUTLIERS

outblp identifies points that are bad leverage points.

elo: used to eliminate regression outliers, leverage points, or both

boxdif: For J dependent groups, create boxplots of all pairwise difference scores.

EFFECT SIZE:

bwwA.es in R

dep.ES.summar y collection of effect sizes.

LCES

DEPTH.ES¡ DEPTH SHIFT MEASURE OF EFFECT SIZE.

akp.effect.ci: Confidence interval for the trimmed-Winsorized analog of Cohen’s d.

kms.effect: A robust analog of the measure of effect size in Kulinskaya, E., Morgenthaler,

S. & Staudte, R. (2008). Meta Analysis: A guide to calibrating and combining statistical

evidence p. 177
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ESfun: performs one of five effect sizes for two independent groups: EP (explana-

tory power,) QS (quantile shift), AKP (trimmed-Winsorized analog of Cohen’s d), WMW,

P(X¡Y), KMS (calls kms.effect)

esmcp For all pairs of J independent groups, calls ESfun

t1way.EXES.ci(x,alpha=.05,tr=0.2,nboot=500,SEED=TRUE) computes a confidence in-

terval for ξ using a percentile bootstrap method. If t1way does not reject the null hypothesis,

the lower end of the confidence interval is set equal to zero.

rmlinES: compute Algina et al. effect size based on linear sum over all groups.

trimmulCI a per boot version of trimcimulConfidence intervals are designed to have

simultaneous probability coverage 1-alpha

trim2gmul two-sample version. Have p-variate data. For each column in x and y, use

yuen.

loc2gmulpb percentile bootstrap, any measure of location

linsign: Prob linear contrast ¡0

Effect size for linear contrasts with extensions to a two-way design:

lin.ES: effect size based on a linear contrast

bbmcpES , between-by-between design now stored as bbmcpAKP : the main function,

which includes a heteroscedastic version of the Algina et al. (AKP) measure of effect size.
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It calls linconES

EFFECT SIZE FOR TWO OR MORE GROUPS. SOME OF THESE FUNCTIONS

COULD BE CONSOLIDATED.

lin.akp: Estimate of the Algina et al. (AKP) measure of effect size based on some linear

contrast.

D.akp.effec.ci

linakpP: pooled version.

bmcpAKP all pairwise measures of effect size.

QS1way: Effect size only for all pairwise comparisons, computes quantile shift measure

of effect size plus a confidence interval.

bmcpQS computes quantile shift effect size for all pairs among J independent groups

bbtrimQS between-by-between design, computes quantile shift effect size

bwQS: between-by-within design computes quantile shift effect size measures of effect

size

bbQS between-by-between design

depQS
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rmlinQS: Compute QS for each linear contrast.

linconQS: Like lincon, only it reports a quantile shift-type measure of effect size. Setting

argument

wwiQS: quantile shift effect size only for interactions within-by-within

wwQS: quantile shift effect size only for within-by-within

rmmcpQS: Like rmmcp but include quantile shift effect size.

bwiQS: compute quantile shift effect size for between-by-within interactions. If is based

on difference scores for the dependent variables.

medpb.es: generalizes medpb; it includes a quantile shift measure of effect size. Also

stored as medpbQS

inter.es: Quantile shift-type measure of effect size for an interaction in a 2-by-2 design

linQS: any linear contrast, approximate distribution and estimate quantile shift.

lindQS: For dependent groups,

bblinQS: Two-way design, between by between, uses linQS to estimate the quantile shift

measure of effect size with appropriate contrast coefficient.

bbblinQS: Three-way design

bbdetmcp: Do all pairwise comparisons over all levels of B for each level of A. Do the
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same with A, each level of B bbdetmcpQS: also reports shift measure of effect size.

interQS: Quantile shift measure of effect size for an interaction in a 2-by-2 design.

IND.PAIR.ES For linear contrasts, separate data w/ coef =1 or -1, compute effect size.

DEP.PAIR.ES effect sizes based on difference scores.

dep.ES.summary

WMWinterci: does the an De Neve & Olivier Thas (2016): A Mann–Whitney type effect

measure of interaction

linconESP is now linconAKP.P: When contrast coefficients are specified, via the argument

con, it pools the data having linear contrast coefficients =1, does the sample for linear

contrast coefficients =-1 and compares these two groups. So this plays a role when dealing

with main effects in a two-way design. The resulting Algina et al. measure of effect size

is adjusted to match the convention that, for example, a 0.8 standard deviation shift in

location corresponds to a 0.8 measure of effect size, the idea being that this convention is

often followed.

inter.TDES several effect sizes for 2-by-2 design using WMW type distribution. Use

this??

lincon.pool

twoway.pool
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twoway.ESM main effect size pooling over levels.

For explanatory power (a measure of effect size) need the subroutines stored in the

linEP: Used by

linconEP: estimates explanatory power for a linear contrast. If argument POOL=TRUE,

it pools the data having a linear contrast coefficient = 1, does the same for linear contrast

coefficient = -1, then compares the two groups based on the pooled data. If POOL=FALSE,

interEP

bbmcpES: Like bbmcp, does main effects and interactions, but includes a robust, het-

eroscedastic version of Cohen’s d.

shiftPBci Quantile shift type measure of effect size that deals with non-normality, het-

eroscedasticity and heavy-tailed distributions. Two sample case only. A quantile shift mea-

sure of effect size (in v33)

shiftci: a nonbootstrap method for confidence interval for a quantile shift measure of

effect size. (in v33)

bbmcpPB. For main effects, pool the data, but for interaction, use distribution of relevant

differences.

This is done via

Inter.akp
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bbmcpQS includes a quantile shift measure of effect size.

twowayESM effect size pooled data, main effects.

twowayEPD Ditto, only use explanatory power.

twowayEP. For main effects, pool the data, but for interaction, use distribution of relevant

differences.

wmcpAKP all pairwise dependent groups

bwmcpAKP

ORDINAL EFFECT SIZE BETWEEN BY WTIHIN

bwmcpORD

P (X < Y ) version:

WMW2med: given q, find delta such that cid(x+delta,y)=q

loc2dif.ci Confidence interval for the median of D=X-Y. (Updated version, use percentile

bootstrap when needed

loc2difpb a percentile bootstrap version, might be better

Dqcihd Confidence intervals for quantiles of D=X-Y, X and Y independent. Issue, are

any of qth quantiles, q < .5, greater than zero? Similarly, for q > .5, are any less than zero?

It uses WMW2med
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med.effect computes a version of the explanatory measure of effect size based on medians

and the percentage bend midvariance. (DONE)

ANALOGS OF WILCOXON–MANN-WHITNEY

WMWinterci: does the an De Neve & Olivier Thas (2016): A Mann–Whitney type effect

measure of interaction

WMWinter.est: For a 2-by-2 design, Estimate P (Z < Z∗) Z = X1 −X2 Z
∗ = X3 −X4.

interWMWAP: Interaction in a 2-by-2 design using P (X1−X2 < X3−X4) Compared to

WMWinterci, this method is better at dealing with small unequal sample sizes when there

is heteroscedasticity.

Inter.akp.tex A subroutine used for dealing with interactions.

linWMW function(x,con,locfun=median,nreps=200,SEED=TRUE):

Determine distribution of Yi =
∑
cjXj Then estimate P (Y < 0) and a measure of location

based on locfun, which defaults to the median.

mainWMW: estimates of main effects in a 2-by-2 design.

linWMWci: use bootstrap estimate of standard error coupled with Brunner-Munzel es-

timate of df.

linWMWP pools the data into two groups depending on whether the linear contrast

coefficient is 1 or -1, then performs Cliff’s method for P (X < Y ).
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interWMW: For a 2-by-2 design, estimate P (X1−X2 < X3−X4) Uses ‘complete’ estimate

of the probability when the product of the sample sizes is less than 108. interWMWpb

Confidence interval for P(interaction is less than zero). But interWMWAP can be better

when there is heteroscedasticity and unequal sample sizes.

Differs from rimul, which is a Patel–Hoel approach.

interWMWse

interWMWmcp

bbWMW does main effect and interactions using approximate method.

bwimcpES

Qlin: Estimate the qth quantile of a linear sum of the variables in x

qWMW: For 2 independent groups, compare the q and 1-q quantiles of the distribution

of D=X-Y.

General case:

linWMWpb: confidence interval for the probability that a linear contrast is less than

zero. It calls

linWMW, which requires inWMWsub and inWMWsubv2.

Don’t really need interWMWpb, which is designed specifically for a interaction in a

two-by-two design. Could use linWMWpb
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twoKlin Test for K independent groups using step-down Fisher p-value method plus

Hochberg to control FWE Increased power compared to using robust T3, better power but

no confidence intervals.

twoKgen can specify method: e.g., can use func= cidv2, or yuenbt, or medpb2

ptests: Fisher method plus Chen-Nadarajah analog. Have p-values based on N indepen-

dent tests, test the hypothesis that all N tests are true.

MULNC: Bivartiate analog of the Wilcoxon–Mann-Whitney; it’s based on an extension

of Cliff’s method.

MULNC.int: All interactions in a J-by-K design.

MULNC.Ppb called by MULNC

MULNCpb.int All interactions in a J-by-K design. Used when have unequal sample sizes.

zonoid: computes zonoid depth via R package ddalpha

REGRESSION

reg.boost

regcor and regstr: strength of association like R2. Nearly identical to R2 when using

varfun=var, corfun=cor, least squares:
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regbtci Bootstrap-t approach to testing hypotheses. When using quantile regression

estimator, has advantage over qregci: qregci is limited to the alpha levels it can handle and

it can be a bit liberal in terms of Type I errors. regbtci is a bit conservative.

reg.vs.rplot replaces pmodchk

reg.vs.lplot

rplotCI: for the running interval smoother, compute confidence intervals for M(Y |X)

having simultaneous probability coverage 1 − α. By default, uses 25 covariate values and

computes the corresponding CIs.

rplot.hochCI uses Hochberg confidence intervals coupled with Tukey-McLaughlin method

rplotCIv2: LIke rplotCI, only it uses all covariate values such that the number of nearest

neighbors is at least 12. So provides more detail at the expanse of wider confidence intervals.

rplotCIS: Confidence intervals for M(Y |X), but does not control FWE, in contrast to

replotCI.

rplotpbCI: bootstrap version of rplotCIS

rplotCI.pv Computes critical p-value for rplotCI

smpred: predict Y given x based on various smoothers rplot lplot logSM

rplotCIv2.pv Computes critical p-value for rplotCIv2. Note: can be used to determine

critical values even when using a quantile regression estimator.
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For OLS, can use olshc4.band: an approximate confidence band for the regression line

having simultaneous probability coverage 1− α.

rung3hatCI: like run3hat, only designed exclusively for a trimmed mean and it returns a

confidence interval.

lplotcom2 Compare strength of two IVs based on LOESS

lplotcomBCI Test hypothesis that two IVs based on LOESS have the same strength. Or

from Tukey’s point of view, can a decision be made about which is stronger.

lplotcomBCI9: For the three quartiles, does all 9 possible pairings.

fsort: sorts data into categories. which is used by reg2anc: sort y into categories and do

t1way. By default, sorts data based on an estimate of the quartiles Example:

id=fortt(z)

z[id==1] contains all of the data in the first category, which is all value less than the lower

quartile.

regIVcommcp: Extension of regIVcom. Do all pairwise comparisons for two of p inde-

pendent variables in a linear model.

logIVcom: like regIVcom but designed for logistic regression; uses a modification of

regIVcom.
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CLASSIFICATION:

There is a massive literature on classification rules. The goal is to supplement the many

methods that might be used with a few R functions that might have have practical value in

a given situation.

ROCmul.curve: computes ROC curve for one or more classification methods

class.compb

pro.class Classification based on the projection used by mulWMW. Biased. Unbiased

versions:

pro.classPD

pro.class.bag: has two decision options, PR=T uses estimated probabilities based on projec-

tions distances using

pro.class.probs pro.class.bag

class.forest RFbag unbiased

quantregForest Nicolai Meinshausen (2006) Quantile Regression Forests, Journal of Ma-

chine Learning Research, 7, 983-999. predict.robust.Forest regR.Forest

forest.error

class.ada,bag
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SVM: standard support machine vector

Depth.class: Max depth or Depth distribution classifier. Makinde and Fasoranbaku

(2018). JAS

discdepth: Another method based on depths. dis.depth.bag: bagged version of discdepth

KNNbag: A slight extension of the function KNNdist in the 4th edition that has practical

value when the sample sizes for two training groups differ. Several other methods that have

a similar advantage are available in the new R function

UB.class These methods can also be used to estimate a measure of effect size when dealing

with multivariate data via the R function

class.logR Classification using logistc regression

logR.bag deals with bias

class.ada does aba boost class.ada,bag

CLASS.fun: A collection of non-bagged methods

CLASS.BAG: a collection of bagged classification methods which the error rate is not

impacted by unequal sample sizes.

ROCmul.curve: a simple way of plotting one or more ROC curves

UBROC for a single unbiased method plot ROC. In Rall Called by ROC.mul.curve.
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SSS.class: Classification methods that are influenced by unequal sample sizes. Faster

that UB.class when n1=n2.

NNbag: Bagged neural net

CLASS.FUN:

KNN: Nearest neighbor using robust depths

DIS: Points classified based on their depths

DEP: Uses depths as suggested by Makinde and Fasoranbaku (2018). JAS

SVM: support vector machine

RF: Random forest

NN: neural network

ADA: ada boost

PRO: project the points onto a line connecting the centers of the data clouds.

Then use estimate of the pdf for each group to make a decision about future points.

ANCOVA: INDEPENDENT GROUPS

andgrid Include this?

anc.ES.sum Like ancova only report collection of effect sizes.

ancJN.int

ancJN.LC linear contrasts
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function ancova updated to report a measure of effect size. Five measures are available.

ancdetwmw WMW (Wilcoxon-Mann-Whitney version of TAP)

ancdetwmwQ: quantile method for choosing covariate values. Better at controlling FWE

when there is sufficient curvature.

ancES: computes a measure of effect size for a range of covariate values.The argument

method can be used to specify which of five measures will be used.

ancESband: Like ES but includes an approximation of a confidence band.

ancdetM4: Uses a smoother when have more than two covariates.

ancJNPVAL Uses the usual linear model, allows heteroscedasticity, unequal slopes. Con-

trols FWE when using the deepest half of all the covariate points.

ancJNPVAL : ANCOVA, linear model up to six covariates.

ancdifplot Plot the difference between the estimates of the dependent variables plus a

confidence band.

ANOVA:

anc.best : Select the best

anc.bestpc

For dependent rmanc.best
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sintv2mcp Uses pairwise differences by default, can be used with linear combinations of

the variables.

wwmed Medians based on linear combinations for main effects and interactions in two-

way design. Call sintv2mcp

wwwmed: three-way

t1waybtsqrk Good control over type I error for a broader range of situations compared

to other ANOVA methods for trimmed means.

aov2depth is for main effects of FACTOR A in 2 by K ANOVA. Useful in various settings

where the pattern of the location estimates is important. See for example ancGLOB

disord.inter Helps investigate disordinal interactions.

dlinmed: test
∑
cjXij has a median of zero.

dlintrim: same as dinmed only use trimmed means.

ANOVA PLOTS

linplot

dlinplot
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plot.inter

Also stored as shiftQS to be consistent with other naming conventions in book 5

plot3D: supplied for convenience

splotg5: Frequency plots for up to five variables.

difQplot Plot that provides perspective on the degree a distribution is symmetric about

zero. This function plots the sum of q and 1-q quantiles. If the distributions are symmetric

the plot should be approximately a horizontal line. If in addition the median of the difference

scores is zero, the horizontal line will intersect the y-axis at zero. (SKIP for now?) Also see

cbmhd

difQpci. Like difQplot, only use fewer quantiles and compute p-values. (SKIP for now?)

qhdplotsm Plots smooths of quantile regression lines for one or more quantiles using

rplotsm with Harrell–Davis estimator (bootstrap bagging)

q indicates the quantiles to be used.

EXAMPLE: qhdplotsm(x,y,q=c(.2,.5,.8)) will plot three smooths corresponding to the

.2, .5 and .8 quantile regression lines.

qhdsm2g plots quantile smooth via qhdsm for two groups.

qhomtv2: deals with more than one IV
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reg2difplot: For two groups and two covariates, Fit a regression model to both groups.

Get predicted Y values based on points in pts. By default, use pts=x1

x1 a matrix containing two predictors x2 a matrix containing two predictors

Compute differences in predicted values and plot the results as a function of the points

in the argument pts

COMPARING GROUPS (FOR COMPARING REGRESSION MODELS, SEE REGRES-

SION.)

Note: should put trimcimul in Ch 6, multivariate ch.

trimmulCIv2 includes a method better able to handle small sample sizes.

M1M2: When comparing two groups, might want to compare the groups using two or

more dependent variables. For example, imagine that matrices x1 and x2 have 6 columns

containing dependent variables of interest. Goal: compare groups using data in col 1 of x1

and x2, do same for col 2 data, etc. M1M2(x1,x2,yuen,alpha=.05) will compare the groups

for each of the 6 dependent variables using Yuen’s test by default.

MULTIPLE COMPARISONS

sintmcp: For dependent groups, form difference scores and compute confidence intervals

via sintv2
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signmcp: Perform sign test for all pairs of dependent groups.

rmmcpES<-function(x, con = 0, tr = 0.2, alpha = 0.05,dif=TRUE,hoch=TRUE,pr=TRUE):

Like rmmcp,only a robust version of Cohen’s d is included. Designed only for all pairwise

comparisons.

bwmarpb: does between by within multiple comparisons using marginal measures of

dependent groups and a percentile bootstrap method. Rather than pool over levels of Factor

A, test hypothesis using mean of the trimmed means. That is, use the contrast coefficients

used in the case of a between-by-between design.

Psychometrics:

coefalpha

does coefficient alpha via the R package psych library(psych)

Rcoefalpha returns a robust analog of alpha.

CORRELATION

tworhobt

corCOM.best.crit

corCOM.best.crit requires corCOMbest.ex

corCOMmcp.sub compute cor for DV and of the p IVs
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COM.DVvsIV. highest cor w/ DV

corREGorder Can order of cor be determined.

ID.reg.best.pcor which x has best Pearson cor w/ y

corxy: correlation between y and each x. Uses percentile bootstrap confidence interval.

scorall and scorregciH.

mscor: uses a skipped correlation, This function is described in the 4th edition of my

robust book. A much better method has been derived and can be applied with the functions

mscorpb and scorregciH.

For each pair of variables, test the hypothesis that the correlation is zero; it controls

FWE. A new method is has been found that performs better, which is performed by

For n < 60 and alpha 6= .05, critical values are determined by

mscorci.cr

scorreg: compute skipped correlation between y and each variable in x.
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